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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
One of the greatest problems or responsibilities of
educators of today is that of providing and securing
effective supervision of instruction.

As noted by the

school laws of some states, supervision is a broad term.
The word's Latin roots connote an overseer rather than a
seer.

The word itself, then, is a poor word with which to

cover the interchange of ideas, the pooling of resources,
the shared relationship, and cooperative action which
constitute supervision at its best.

Today, the word "help-

ing teacher" should replace "supervisor", al though

i,

t

i,

s

actually leadership work,l at its best.
The supervisory functfon has been confused in reference to the administrattve function much the same as
the democractic and autocractic methods of leadership.
The writer will not attempt a distinctton at this point;
but, the present investtgation, aimed at a clarification of
the suoervisory function, will be limited to the supervision
of the instructional program and is chiefly concerned with
the broader concept of supervision as follows:
Learning as a supervisory approach has a much
1 Kimball, Wiles, Su)ervision .for Better Schools (New Yor'/r:
Prentice-Hall Inc., 1950, p. 11.
1

2

broader base than instruction. It centers
attention upon the pupil 1s development. Consequently, it has to do with all the major
factors in the learning situation, such as the
teacher's effort, the pupil 1s nature and effort,
the curriculum, the materials of tnstruction,
and even the more remote conditions affecting
the learning of any given child. In calling
for staff help in improving learning, the help
must go far beyond the teaching act itself.
It is this concept that has made a place for all
the miscellaneous staff members added in recent
years.2
From the Oklahoma State Department of Education comes
this statement of a similar point of view.

'~upervision

includes the improvement of every phase of the educational
program, such as the organization of programs of studies,
the revision of the curricula, the instructional procedures,
the pupil activity program, and the non-instructional
activities of staff members. 113
At this point, the writer feels it pertinent to present four basic assumptions to a supervisor's attempt at
the improvement of instruction.

"Public schools are for all

the children of all the people.

The instructional program

should be organised to serve the needs of all children as
individuals and give due attention to the requirements of
the society in which it is operating.

Teachers are

2Harold Spears, Im rouin the Su ervision o
(New York: Prentice-Hall Inc., 1953 , p. 91.

Instruction

3 0klahoma State Department of Education, Annual High
School Bulletin (Oklahoma City: the Department, 1952},
p. 92.
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responsible adults capable of determining what is good for
children. " 4
The first of these assumptions is, without doubt, the
present-day consensus of any and all concerned with the
improvement of instruction.

The second basic assumption

that the instructional program should be organi2ed to serve
the needs of every boy and girl, however, poses the question
of "what are those needs?"

The 1 iterature on this subject

tends to divide "needs II into Jou r basic groups:
material, social and psychological.
they are:

physical,

More foundamentally

recognition, security, affection, activity,

achievement, and success.

In either case, it should be

noted that what a youth considers to be his standard needs
does not necessarily conform to the standards of society.
The following study, which was conducted in the Brookline
High School, Brookline, Massachusetts, is clearly indicative
of this supvosition.
In this study, 5 432 members of the senior class were
asked by the yearbook editor to express themselves briefly
on any or all of the following topics:

What This High

School Needs Most, Pet Peeves, Future Plans, Pet Passion,
Suppressed Desire, Chief Failing, Ambition, Interests,

4 Wi11 iam H. Lemmel, "Improving Instruction,
Executive, {September, 1949), p. 68.

u

The School

5Robert G. Andree, 11Discovering the Needs of City Youth,
The Nation's Schools, (February, 1952), pp. 39-40.

11
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Nickname, Pet Pastime, Favorite Quotation, Favorite Song,
My Idol, Most Amusing Thing About This High School, Advice
to Freshmen, and others.

More than 700 statements were used

in the yearbook, with each student havi,ng at least one

credi,ted to him.

After studying these statements, they were

broken down to portray the specific "need patterns 11 of the
school.

There were eventually 28 categori,es representing

93 per cent of all the statements.

They were grouped i,n order

of frequency as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

a.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

Heterosexual interest
Rebellion against social norms
Feelings of i,nadequacy
Escape
Professional Career
Intellecual interest in school
Concern over physical development
Desire for food
Economi,c achievement
Evasiveness
Nonprofessional career
Interest in sports outside of school
Sibling rivalry
Distrust of people
Sport parti,cipati,on
Parent-adolescent relationship
Esthetic interest
Identification with own sex
Travel
Cars
Interest in horses
Exhibitionism
Name consciousness
Rebellion against sex mores
Identification with other sex
Group activity
Desire to conform
Promotion of social equality 6

6Ibid,, p. 40
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In this particular study one can see the four basic
need groups with more indication of social than psychological
needs and more physical than material needs.

Although the

questionnaire used in this study might not be applicable to
every situation, it does serve the purpose for pointing up
the changing needs of today's youth and the need for the
continual improvement of the learning situation.
Closely allied to the foregoing assumption is that of
giving due attention to the society in which the instructional improvement program is operating.

A supervisor who op-

erates without knowledge of or sensitiveness to the dominant
forces in a community, operates blindly.

By systematic study

and observation the supervisor can learn the local conditions, problems, and opportunities that will affect the
educational. experiences to be provided.

This should be a

cooperative, continuous effort and will be considered at
length later in this study.
The final basic assumption, that teachers are capable of
determining what is good for children, is a must for any
supervisor venturing forth on the never ending tast of instructional improvement.

This might be considered the

initial role of the su oe rvi so r, that of establishing "esprit
de corpst1.

It is only elementary for the supervisor to

realize that if he expects the children to understand and
practice the principles of democracy, he must first understand and practice those principles.

This will also be

6

considered at length in Part III or the main body of
th is study.
PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF

THIS STUDY

The purpose here, oresented with caution to the reader,
is not to offer a solution to the above-named problem; but,
rather to attempt an interpretation of current -practices in
t':',e field of supervision today.

Perhaps no Ji eld of school

operation has experienced so many innovations in so short a
period of time as supervision.

This and the continuous

movement of effective supervision make it all the more difficult to interpret and to present a more meaningful approach
to the improvement of instruction.

The following quotation

very aptly sums up the writer's purpose and/or goal in making
this study.
The immediate challenge to supervision is that
of distribution, of getting into classroom use the
methods and materials that are known to be good.
Supervision I s pro bl em is still 1 a rgel y one of bridging the numerous gaps between what is known about
teaching and what is done in teaching. Much is
known in the field· o.f childhood education; much ts
being applied in the schools; but many classrooms
are still in need of leadership. Any discussion of
supervisory service must respect the practical school
conditions o.f the moment. It cannot be limited to
more enticing 11 what should be"; it must deal with
the more troublesome 11 what is 11 • 7
In the discussion of the supervisory function, Part
III, the writer has attempted to deal chiefly with those
functions .found in current .Dractice at least to a 1 tmtted
7

Spears, op. cit., p. 305.
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degree.

The ultimate goal of this study, as indicated by

the title, is to bring into sharp focus the need for effective
supervision.
This study involves library research and a survey of
five schools as follows:
1.

The examination of some 200 representative articles

in educational journals, pamphlets, and bulletins; as well
as the books tn the field.
2.

A survey of 5 schools; Allerton, Broadlands, and

Longview (ABL), Villa Grove, Sullivan, Paris, and Mattoon.
These schools, varying in si2e and location, present a
cross-sectional sampling of current practices in the field
o.f supervision in East Central Illinois.
3.

In addition, the writer has drawn upon personal

experiences and those of his friends and colleagues in the
teaching profession.
An overview of the remaining content of this study
features the main divisions in the following manner:
1.

Part II contains a brief history of emerging con-

cepts and trends in the field of supervision; also a brief
description of the organi2ation of supervision.
2.

Part III contains detailed descriptions and examples

of the supervisory function.
main divisions:

This is broken down into four

Leadership, Improvement of Teaching,

Aiding Teacher Growth, and Guiding Staf_f and Community
Relationships.

These, in turn, are broken down into sub-

8

divisions which deal with the broader concept of supervision
as previously defined.
3.

Part IV contains a brief analysis of the suruey o/

the .five schools.

Although this cannot be considered an

adequate sampling for any epoch-making findings,

it does

give the reader an idea of current s upe rviso ry practices
in those schools which were surveyed.
4.

Part V contains the summary and/or conclusions.

The main characters of this study are the supervisor
and the supervisory program.

The role of the sunervisor

might well be played by the principal, superintendent,
special supervisor, department head, etc.

The supervisory

program will be taken up at considerable length in the
specifics o.f Part III.

CHAPTER II
A BRIE.Ii' HISTORY OF' S UP£RVI8ION

Supervision had its beginning in America with the
selectmen.

Massachusetts furnishes good examples of these

ear.Zy beginnings.

As early as 1647 a law was passed making

it mandatory upon every town when it reached fifty Jamil ies
to employ one of their own number to teach reading and writing.

When the number of Jamil ies reached one hundred the

law provided for a grammar school at public expense to prepare
students for the university.

In 1654 supervision was recog-

nized by the General Court of Massachusetts Bay Colony when
it declared that the selectmen were responsible for securing
only teachers who were "sound in the fayth • • • • of Christ."
By 1700 it was considered quite common practice for these1 ectmen to appoint the teachers in Massachusetts towns.1
The next step took place in 1709 in Boston.

Committees

of citizens were appointed to visit and inspect the plant
and equipment and to examine pupil achievement.

Not until

many years later was mention made of inspecting the teacher's
methods, cirticiaing and advising him concerning teaching.

lArthur S. Gist, The Administration o,f Supervision (New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1934) p. 25.
9

10
Until about 1714 the committees were largely made up of
ministers, and learning was a qualification.

Between 1714

and 1719, using Boston as an illustration, both ministers
and selectmen served on these committees, thus indicating
the beginnings of public responsibility for inspection.
From about 1721 on, these committees were made up of selectmen and "others whom they invited.

11

At .first the commit-

tees were mostly concerned with the Latin Grammar Schools,
but as time went on, they widened their scope to include all
schools and the Junction of critici2ing and advising the
teacher.

Until the beginning of the present century very

little progress was made in the development of supervision
other than the passing of laws and the establishment of
state, county, and city schools supervision as indicated in
the following quotation. 2
In 1790 a most important regulation was adopted
This
new arrangement authori2ed the appointment of school
inspectors from the laymen in the town to inspect
annually the schools. This is one of the first undertakings to begin supervision in a legal i2ed manner in
this country. This committee of laymen was instructed
to ascertain the number of pupils, the average
attendance, their behavior, and their proficiency in
the three R's.
in Bo$ton regarding inspection of the schools.

State supervision - In 1784 New York passed a
law which established a "Board of Regents for the
University of the State of New York." Eleven years
later, 1795, this state passed a law requiring
reports to the Secretary of State by town trustees
and commissioners. This marks an early step toward
2

A. s. Barr, William H. Burton, and Leo J. Brueckner,
Supervision (New York: D. Appleton-Century Co., Inc.,
1938), p. 3.
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state supervision.
County Supervision - The development of county
supervision of education is fully as interesting as
that for the state. New York provided for township
superintendents at the time the state office was
established. These school officers were evidently
the forerunners of the county superintendents whose
offices were legalized in 1841, twenty-nine years later.
Missouri had an interesting plan when it required
"civil commiss toners II in 1824 to appoint "visitors to
the schools." Originally nine were appointed for
each district but this numberuns reduced to three
in 1834. In 1837 the State o.f Michigan created
township inspectors and two years later, 1839,
North Caroline enacted a law requiring each county
to create six districts with at least five superintendents similar to our original state plans.
City Supervision - The history of city suoervision shows the selection of city superintenden+;s
as the work became too involved for the training
and available time of the lay group. Buffalo
seems to have been the first city to select this
official, the date being 1837.
Assistant superintendents and principals
under superintendent~ followed very shortly.
New York in 1870 had four assistant superintendents, two for the grammar schools and two
for the primary grades. Buffalo also seems to
have had at least one assistant superintendent
at that time.a
The introduction of subjects beyond the three R's was
taking place about this time.
as:

The "special subjects" such

Music, Drawing, Manual Training, Domes tic So tence,

Physical Education, and Handwriting were introduced in the
latter part of the nineteenth century with special supervision of some subjects coming, in some instances, after

3Gist,

QJ2.•

cit., pp. 26-30.
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the subjects had al ready been introduced.

In the early part

of the present century supervision was established to a
relative high degree in each of these new subjects. 4
It was in the first quarter of the present century,
also that supervision experienced its growing-up period.
Prior to this era the functions of supervision were limited
to that of inspecting teaching procedures and classroom
management.

Some of the early definitions were meaningless

and somewhat humorous.

"The business of supervisor is to

cast a genial influence over his schools, but otherwise he
is not to interfere with the work. 115

The first statement approaching the "broader concept"
of today was presented by Burton in 1922.

He states that

supervision is concerned with:
1. The improvement of the teaching act (Classroom
visits, individual and group conferences, directed
teaching, demonstration teaching, development of
standards for self-improvement, etc.}
2. The improvement of teachers in service (Teacher's
meetings, professional readings, bibliographies
and reviews, bulletins, intervisitation, self-analysis and criticism, etc.)
3. The selection and organization of subject matter
(setting up objectives, studies of subject-matter
and learning activities, experimental testing of
materials, constant revision of courses, theselection and evaluation of supplementary instructional materials, etc.}
4.

Testing and measuring (The use of standardized

4 Ibid., pp. 31-41
5Barr, Burton, and Brueckner,

QJ2.•

cit., p. 4.
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and local tests .for classi,fication, diagnosis,
guidance, etc.)
5. The rating o.f teachers (The development and use
o.f rating cards, of check-lists, stimulation of sel.frating).
,
Though this definition does not distinguish between the
major and minor functions, it does bring out the .fundamental
role of supervision; the improvement o.f the teacher and thus
the improvement of the 1 earning situation i tsel,f.
Possibly one of the greatest contributing factors to
the broader concept of supervision today is the abundance
of research, especially that of scienti,fic analysis.

This

has greatly increased our sensitivity to the complexity of
the learning process and has consequently pointed up the
need for supervision or continuous instructional improvement.
There has always been considerable opposition to
supervision and there will continue to be criticism which,
in most oases, has been termed as "legitimate".

Th is does

not 1 essen the need for supe rv is ion, but tends to offer a
challenge to eliminate poor supervision.

The need /or

effective suvervision, which is the crux of the problem, will
be dealt with in the analysis to follow.

For now, however,

the following quotation clearly indicates why supervision
is a necessary, integral part of any general educational
program and of any specific school system.
Supervision is an accepted principle of adm inistration in all d iffi,cul t and comple::r: undertakings.

1.

Education is particularly complex and intricate,
and .furthermore, because it is carried on in minute

2.

6Ibid., p. 5.
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divisions, classrooms scattered throughout a community, there is varticular need for a unifying and
coordinating force. Brief tenure further complicates
this aspect.
3. The a cad em ic and professional training of teachers in the United States, despite excellent progress,
is still absurdly low. Until we have larqe percentages of highly trained, professionally minded
individuals there will be need for supervision.

4. Education is developing so rapidly that teachers even if trained, could not possibly keep abreast
of current developments. Supervision is necessary
to bring the new departures constantly into the
situation. Constant adaption is necessary also in
objectives, curriculums, materials, plants, furniture,
etc.

s.

The great extension of educational effort and
opportunity, particularly on the secondary level,
necessitates supervision.
6. The teaching load, particularly in high school
is so diverse, so unrelated to teachers' previous

Rreparation, ~o heavy, that supervisory assistance
1, s n e c es s a ry.
After considering the above reasons for the need .for supervision, it necessarily follows that the need ._for continuous
improvement o._f instruction will continue to be one of our
most pressing needs in the field of education today and tomorrow.
ORGANIZATION FOR SUP.iRVISION
The organi2ation for supervision was touched upon in the
foregoing history.

More than ever before, organization is of

primary importance and basic to the operation of any complex

7 Ibid., pp. 26-27.
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undertaking.

In order for supervision to be effective i t

must be efficiently organi2ed.

A brief consideration of the

national plan, state systems, and local type situations will
show certain tendencies in organi2ation.

The educational ser-

vice rendered by the federol government is widely scattered
in many departments and bureaus as seen in the .following example.
The federal government carries out many activities to assist the states in their educational
efforts. The most important federal agency is the
Office of Education, until recently the Bureau of
Education. This office or bureau was established
bu an act of Congress in 1867 and was originally
lmou,n as a governmental department of education.
This department carried no rank in the President's
cabinet, however. Opposition developed and the
following year this department was reduced to a
bureau in the Department of the Interior with the
President's appointing the commissioner. The office
has been free from political influences with outstanding educators holding the office. The personnel oJ this office includes over one hundred persons organi2ed into the following divisions:
1. Administration.
2. Research and Investigation.
Consul tan ts.
Coll eges--Profess ion al Schools.
American School Systems.
Foreign School Systems.
Special Problems.
Statistical.
3. Ed it or i al •
4. Library.
5. Service.
6. General Surveys.a
The services of this office, largely statistical in
nature, takes the office into many valuable investigations

8Gist,

.Q.12.•

cit., pp. 43-44.
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which directly facilitate the improvement of supervision.
An alert and professionally minded state department of education can be of inestimable value to city and county school
systems.

The degree to which state aid is given is dependent

on many /actors as indicated in the following summary of state
organi2ations for supervision.
Most educational matters are left entirely to the
states and local authorities. Amendment Ten to the
federal constitution assigns the control of education
to the states. Generally, these constitutions pass
mandatory regulations regarding free universal education. All states have assumed the responsibility of
universal education delegated to them by Congress.
The degree to which the states have succeeded in providing educational opportunities varies in different
parts of the country. The form of organization also
varies in many respects.
The types of state organization of education
depend upon the state pro bl ems and the importance
which is attached to education. Some states feel
that lay boards of education composed of the representative citi2ens will function more efficiently
than the ex-officio or professional boards. The
members may well be appointed by the Governor with
or without the apvroval of the Senate or they may
be elected at large in the state. The former method is advocated by many students of educational
administration as securing the best type of citizens.
The latter method is advanced by some as being more
democratic. These proponents of the election plan
point to school boards in many progressive communities
where the schools are efficient. In addition to such
routine matters as interpretation of school legislation, apportionment of school funds, biennial reports,
and the collection of data, the state office contributes to the general educational program of the
state.9
The tupe of local organization, lastly considered here,
will vary as do state organizations and will depend to a

9Ibid,, PP• 46-49.
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great degree upon its own state organization.

In the state

of Illinois the county board o.f supervisors o.f each county
shall perform the du ti es prescribed bu the school code of
Illinois in Sections 3---6 to 3---14, inclusive.
are:

The duties

providing a suitable office and supplies for the county

superintendent of schools, approving or rejecting the repo,..t
of the county superintendent of schools made to it, allowing
trauel ing expenses for the office of county superintendent of
schools, authorizing the county superintendent of schools to
employ such assistants as he needs for the discharge of his
duties, the examination of financial statements of the county
superintendent of schools reouired by Section 3---18, apvroving
the bond of the county superintendent of schools, requiring
the county superintendent of schools to execute a new bond
whenever it deems a new bond necessary, and requiring the
county superintendent of schools to make the reports to it
provided for by law.10

1i'ollowing is a general picture of

county school or0ani2ation.
The types of county school organizations
uary considerably in different prJ..rts of the country.
Most oJ' them are older than the state system of
education within these same states. In most
counties we find county boards of euucati on with
various duties and responsibilities. The county
board came before the country school official in
some of the southern states, while the reverse is
true in many western and northern states. Some
of these present-day boards are lay and some are
professional.
{here professional boards exist,

lOoffice of the Superintendent of Public Instruction.
The School Gode of 1'11 inois, 1951, pp. 15-16.
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the functions are sometimes confined to the
certification and examination of teachers,
the selection of textbooks, and the county examination of pupils. Some county boards have
res pons i bl e professional functions while others
have only routine duties of non-professional
type.11

This brings us up to the final link of supervisional
organization, that of city school organization.

Here again

we .find a variety of organi2ations, and a sampling of these
will be evaluated and explored more thoroughly in the aforementioned survey constituting Part IV.

An example of city

school organization, however, is noted here.

"Efficient

supervision in the schools requires an organized staff for
this purpose.

The superintendent with the encourcgement

and approval of the Boara of Education, must plan such an
organization.

This organization of supervision in the large

cities includes principals, both high school and elementary,
general supervisors or directors, and special directors and
supervisors. 1112
Whatever the type of organization, it can be safely
concluded that every supervisor, before venturing an attempt
at instructional improvement, must be familiar with the plans
in vogue in his own state and city.

He must be familiar with

enough of the history of school supervision to account for
the ever-pressing need for continuous improvement of the
1 1a is,
· t Q12.• .Q..L_.,
·t
pp. 50-51

12 Ibid., pp. .57-58
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learning situation.

He must, also, be well-schooled in

methods of evaluation and research.

These will be considered

in the specifics of the following main division.

CHAPTER III
THE SUPERVISORY FUNCTION

There are four main supervi,sory .functions which the
writer wishes to consider with the reader.

These functions

are leadership, improvement of teaching, aiding teacher
growth, and guiding staff and community relations.
The general procedure at this point would be an attempt
at the formulation of a de.fi,nition of the supervisory function; but, as previ,ously indicated, the writer feels i t would
be more meaningful for the reader to develop this definition
as he continues to read.
Before taking up the specifi,cs o.f this divi,sion the
writer feels prompted to cauti,on the reader that this is not
an exhaustive list ~f the many supervisory functions, but
rather a fair sampling of those supervisory functions which
might currently be employed in our schools.

Also itshould

again be pointed out that when the writer speaks of the
supervisor, i t might be the principal, superintendent,
special supervisor, department head, etc., depending upon
the type of administrative organization for supervision.

20
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LEADERSHIP
The leadership Junction is not new, but the interpretation has changed considerably since first being identified with the head of the school.

The principal or super-

intendent is no longer a leader because of the position he
I

holds, but rather because of his ability or "know how" to
help other persons meet their problems effectively.
Obviously every leader works with people, but it is
the democratic type of leadership which the writer wishes
to emphasize throughout this study.

Democratic leadership,

as the writer sees it, involves respect for people, mutual
feeling of equality, a working relationship devoid of status,
rank, or position, and, more simply, the practicing of democratic principles predicated upon the proposition that all
men are created equal.
First let us consider the requirements or pre-service
training necessary to qualify for a supervisory position
which might involve any or all of the many supervisory Junctions.

Here we find that "there is 1 ittle agreement in

practice as to what sort of preparation should be required,
and the requirements, though varying, are qenerally too lou,. 111
A survey of the qualifications of county
superintendents made in 1947-48 by Frances s.
Chase for the Council of State Governments showed
that for the nation as a whole, the minimum legal
qualifications • •• range from six years of
]Thomas H. Briggs and Joseph Justman, Improving Instruction
Through Supervision, (New York: The Macmillan Co., 1952},
p. 63.
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college and thirty semester hours in education
courses downward to no professional requirements
at all. Of the states reporting, over half require graduate work, six specifying a master's
degree and two others five years or more of college.
Twenty-two states report required hours of professional preparation ranging from twelve to
thirty-five semester hours. Some states specify
completion o.f courses in school administration
and school finance. A large number of states
also require experience in teaching or school
administration or both. The concluding comment
was that "the low qualifications set a number
of states indicate that the importance of the
position of county superintendent is not fully
understood. 112
The inference seems to be that the pre-service training program for county superintendents is considerably lacking throughout this great nation of ours.

On the other hand, the North

Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, of which
Illinois is a member, prescribes the .following minimum preparation of secondary school administrators.

The principal and/or

superintendent of schools has had at least two years of teaching e.roerience and possesses as a minimum a Master's degree
from an institution of higher education qualified to offer
graduate work.

His preparation includes graduate worK covering

secondary school administration, curriculum making, th~ supervision of instruction, methods of teaching, philosophy of
education, history of education, pupil activities, guidance,
health and safety, vocational education, personnel records and
reports, and school finance.

2Ibifi., P• 63.
3 North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools,
The North Central Association Quarterly, July, 1951, p. 136.
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Though the practical aspect has been given considerable
attention of late, the writer feels that it is still considerably lacking in the preparation of those in administrative and
supervisory positions.

The following example of the practical

approach to the pre-service training of prospective administrators and supervisors is indicative of progress being made
in this particular area.
Even though a bona fide internship is more
feasible at the doctorate level, there is great
need at the master's level /or practical administrative experience in the pre-service program.
This contention was supported by a recent study
in which 88 per cent of the superintendents in
North Caroline reported that they would have profited by having had more real experience in the
field such as an internship provides.
At this level, enough time should be devoted to intern experience to permit the prospective administrator to observe many of the administrative ,functions of a public school system and
to particiJ>ate directly by assuming responsibility
in several of them. If only two or three semesters
were required for a master's degree in school administration, certainly one-third of that time
could be spent profitably in field experience.4
In continuing with the many various and diversified functions
of the supervisor /or the purpose of improving the learntng
situation, it should be noted that there is no particular
order o.f importance as we first consider the supervisory
function of teacher's meetings.

There are many types of

te'acher's meetings, but the writer's ef.forts will be concentrated on the faculty-principal type of meeting and its
role in the improvement of instruction.
4 c1arence A. Newell, "Internships in School Administration,"
The Nation's Schools, November, 1952, p. 55.
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Some o.f the wea'knesses of teacher's meeti,ngs are as
follows:

they usually lack adequate planni,ng; too many are

concerned largely wi,th admi,ni,strati,ve detai,l; they lack
group parti,ci,pati,on; and, they are usually planned and domi,nated by the pri,nci,pal.
Let us, bri,efly, consi,der how the supervi,sor mi,ght use
faculty meetings as a means for i,nstructional improvement.
The faculty meeting is the ideal place for the supervisor
to establish rapport with his staff.

In furthering uni,ty in

democratic procedures, he must start fi,rst with his staff.
This might well be done through the converse of the abovenamed weaknesses.

Then, instead of a meeting wherei,n

teachers are concerned with getting rid of thei,r problems,
i,t wi,11 become one in which they will want to deal wi,th their
problems.

If the supervi,sor expects the pupils to understand

and practice the princi,ples of democracy, a vital part of
the learning si,tuati,on, then he must first understand and
practi,ce those pri,nci,ples.
One last consi,derati,on for faculty meetings i,s the time
factor.

Thi,s involves the next meeti,ng, time of day, and

the length o/ the meeti,ngs.

The next meeti,ng should be planned

wi,th and not for the teachers in order to i,nsure ini,ti,ative,
imagi,nati,on, involvement, and insight on the part of the
teachers.

As to the time of day, Raymond P. Harri,s, former

principal of the Eastern State High School (1949-52), states
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that "faculty meeti,ngs held du ri,ng the day created an
atmosphere conduci,ve to seri,ous consi,derati,on of professional.
problems". 5

The length of these meeti.ngs will vary from

time to ti.me, but they should be terminated when the designated
length of time has been used.
Probably one of the most important supervi,sory functi,ons,
and yet one of the least attai,ned, i,s that of curriculum
revi,sion.

The reason, in part, for this weakness lies in

the fact that half or more of those in county supervisory
posi.tions, as earlier indicated, do not have the necessary
knowledge and skill required for carryi,ng on curriculum
revision.

The purpose here, however, is not to review the

ills of this function, but rather to point the way to a
possible plan of procedure for implementing curri,culum change.
First of all the supervisor must reali2e the need for
continuous curri,culum revision in keeping up with the growing
and ever-changing needs of youth.

After he has established

a democratic relationship with his staff, pupils, parents,
community agents, consultants to advise, etc., he is ready
to:

evaluate the existing educational program; examine

the character of society; study the needs; build resource
units; develop research projects; and provide for planned
experimention, chi.Id growth and development study, follow-up
studies, and evaluative procedures.

From this particular

5Raymond P. Harris, "Faculty Meetings During the School
Day," The Nation's Schools, July, 1953, p. 57.
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plan of prscedure, not necessarily all-inclusive, the inference
seems to be that curriculum revision is dependent on group,
action; and, to be effective it must start at the "grass roots"
level.

In no way has time reduced the forcefulness or im-

portance of this idea in organizational planning.
The writer does not deem it pertinent to present, other
than the one above, a plan for curriculum revision because
o.f the individuality o.f each school situation.

For further

investigation, however, the writer would like to suggest
illustrations o.f studies e.ffectively employed in curriculum
revision to b~ .found in the 1951 yearbook of the Association
for Supervision and Curriculum Development, '~ction for
Curriculum Improvement" and also studies being made currently
by the Illinois Secondary School Curriculum Program.
Finally to be considered under this particular division
is the supervisor's role in developing the proper educational

environment.

There is no truer reflection of democratic

leadership, or the absence thereof, than the environmental
conditions or working atmosphere of the school.
need

Teachers

an atmosphere of trust and understanding in which to

work.
The writer feels it safe to assume that the effectiveness of the supervisory program will vary in direct proportion to the degree that the democratic process is practiced
in the manner hereto/ore described.

This type of "group

spirit" atmosphere is conducive to experimentation; and,
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those concerned should be helped to carry on well-planned
and continuously evaluated experimentation.

Those showing

increased interest should be encouraged to learn the techniques of carrying on research in child study, curriculum
development, and other vital problems.

The following con-

ditions are apt to be found where faculties are working
effectively toward the improvement of instructional opportunities for boys and girls.
1.

Lines of communication are open. The principal
A teacher doesn't have
to wait until the principal is in the proper mood
to be approached, because he is always the same
person. He is accessible to everyone, but is not
unduly in.fluenced. Teachers bring their concerns
and plans to him just as he brings thinqs to them.
is available to the staff•

2. Matters of concern are approached with a wide
exchange of views and the common knowledge of all.
Committees are not selected just to serve the principal 's point of view. Frequent progress reports
are made to keep the sta.ff in.formed and to enable
them to make contributions.
3. There is full recognition of the importance
of everyone, with a full use of faculty resources.
All th is e.ffort is judged in terms of the welfare
of the chi,ld.
4. There is no feeling of uncertainty among the
staff. There are no surprise announcements of
changes, no secret inner councils making decisions.
The decisions a.ffecting instruction are arrived at
through maximum participation, with time taken to
ferret out the /acts.
5. Appreciation is shown for accomplishment and
contributions, and credit is freely given. The
principal is not stingy with or neglectful in his
praise. He gives it not as though the thing was
done .for him, but as the representative of the
school.
6.

Teachers as well as the principal are highly
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ethical and professional in their attitudes and
actions. The school is free from petty bickerings
and selfish endeavor, as the full energy and cooperation of all are released.
7. The principal reveals self-confidence in his
position without reaching egotism. He does not
straddle the fence on issues in an attempt to ingratiate everyone. He casts his lot and doesn't
expect "to be right" all the time. He has the
courage o.f his convictions. He is basically serious minded but reveals good humor as well as deep
human understanding. He balances vision with practicability, as he sets a pattern both in endeavor
and in patience. He does not work as though he
were afraid o/ losing his job.

a. There is a wholesome atmosphere in the school,
reflecting an appreciation o.f the importance o.f the
undertaking but at the same time a .friendliness that
outlaws tensions. This cordial relationship enables
everyone--teachers, children, and principal--to be
natural. The staff members have something in common
besides their work, finding pleasure in each other's
company as they meet together. The school is in
high action, yet at ease.6

6Harold Spears, Improving the Su)ervision Q.f. Instruction,
(New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1953 , pp. 194-195.
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IMPROVEMENT OF TEACHING
First to be considered will be the supervisory function
of teacher selection.

The selection of teachers, though not

the sole responsibility of the supervisor, is definitely a
part of the supervisory function in all democratic administrations.

In many instances, along with the principal,

superintendent, staff supervisor, etc., depending upon the
type of organization, the selection responsibility is shared
with teachers of the organiaation.

This is an excellent

example of "aiding teacher growth" which is the next main
supervisory function to be discussed.
It is much more expedient to have the supervisor at
least share in the selection of teachers.

Selecting teachers

in this cooperative manner provides greater opportunity
for securing competent and promising teachers.

Obviously,

then, the snpervisor 1 s efforts for instructional improvement
will be much more productive in helping promising teachers
toward better practices rather than in helping unpromising
teachers to overcome professional incompetencies.
Very closely allied to the teacher selection function
is that of retaining only competent teachers.

There are

times when the selection function fails, or as the case may
be, and the supervisor finds those in the profession who are
unsuited to the work.

And, when a particular teacher fails

to respond to the cooperative ef.forts of the supervisor and
his co-workers, it is the important duty of the supervisor
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to see that the employment o,f this teacher is terminated if
necessary.

This only tends to intensify the need for effi-

cient supervision and the importance of retaining promising
teachers.
If first-year teacher mortality is to be lowered, however,
the supervisor must always be looking for ways to help promi,sing teachers develop their professional potentialities and
consequent] y remain i,n the teaching profess ion.

Young i,nex-

peri,enced teachers are almost certain to have dif.fi,culty controlling their classes.

This might possi,bly be due to poor

teaching techniques or faulty pupil-teacher relations.

In

either case the supervisor must have establi,shed the democrati,c atmosphere so conducive to teachers voluntari,ly comi,ng
to the supervisor for help.

With this type of supervision

bei,ng practiced one can clearly see a direct contribution to
the relief of the nation-wi,de teacher shortage.
Another function closely related to the .foregoing, and
one of i,ncreasing importance and concern, is that of teacher
ori,entation.

Granted that no two school organi2ations would

warrant the same type of orientation program, there are,
nevertheless, practicable applications to be found in each
unique organization.

One example of a teacher orientati,on

program is as follows:
At the beginning of the school year each teacher, new and old, is given a handbook, in lose-leaf
form, called the "Principals' Bulletin. 11 The bulletin
contains detailed information on the many phases of
the teacher's daily work. It is designed especially
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to help the new teacher get her bearings, learn the
routine, and learn how to requisition supplies and
audio-visual aids materials and to serve as a ready
reference on many subjects throughout the year.7
The supervisor should impress the new teacher w ith the
idea that she is not expected to know all the answers.

He

should make a special e,ffort to help her get and use new
ideas.

He should make certain that ihe new teacher knows what

teaching aids are available.

And, he should also plan the

scheduling of classes so as to give the new teacher every
possibility .for success in her first year.
Finally to be considered along with the selection .function is that of proper teacher assignment.

Only as the super-

visor has been able to familiarize himself with the teacher's
background, personality, special talents, etc., will he be
ahle to determine such assignment.

One example used in the

Indianapolis Public Schools at Indianapolis, Indiana is as
follows:
Assignment o.f teachers is handled blf the s taf!
personnel of.fice in consultation with supervisors
and principals, and is worked out on a basis of the
teacher's practice-teaching record, personality,
residence address, the school's needs and the level
of e:rperience of other teachers in the schools that
have vacancies. We try, of course, to maintain a
"bridge 11 of e:r:pe rienced teachers over new teachers. 8
The writer wishes to propose, from personal and vicarious

7Lawrence o. Lobdell, "A Fle:r:ible Induction Program for
New Teachers," The Nation's Schools, November, 1952, pp. 63-64
BHerman L. Shibler, "Personnel Selection Practices," The
School Executive, May, 1955, pp. 77-78
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experiences, that the general policy concerning teacher

assignment after the first year has

been

to replace any

vacancies, whenever qualifications make this possible, by
personnel within the school.

The writer feels that this is

worthy of merit and deserves consideration as part of the
supervisory function of proper teacher assignment.

This

takes us to the next supervisory function of classroom visitation and/or observation.
In considering the classroom visitation function the
writer does not wish to imply that there can be no efficient
supervision without classroom visitation; but, there must be
cooperative planning and understanding before this supervisory .function should be attempted.

The following quotation

furnishes ample evidence of effective supervision without
the use of classroom visitation.
The indirect .form of supervis1,on e:dsts in
all good schools even though classroom visitation
may be neglected. To illustrate: (1) a teacher's
meeting, well planned and carefully executed, is
a supervisory procedure. When (2) unity of staff
is expressed in terms of harmonious work it is more
supervisory in nature than it is administrative.
In either case, it is never accidentally achieved.
When teachers are (3) keeping up in their profession through reading, conferences, workshops, and
summer school attendance, the indirect influence
of good supervision is commonly, if not always
present. ~hen teachers, through good leadership,
sometimes by very indirect suggestion only, are
( 4) reading the newer profess tonal books as they
appear; when a principal, a supervisor, or superintendent (s) is helping a teacher to plan his
summer graduate program; when (6) recognition of a
teacher's good work is deliberately made known to
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the school 1 s public; (7) when morale, even under
trying working conditions is high; when (8) teachers
are happy and pleased wtth thei,r work, then someone
i,s on the job i,n a supervisory capaci,ty, no matter
what hi,s of.fi,cial title ts. To believe that supervi,sion consists only of classroom visi,ting is one of
the major fallacies i,n the th i,nking of the beg inn i,ng
teacher.9
When classroom vi,sitation first became a part of the
supervisory function it was used as a tool for measuring
teacher efficiency and personaltty.

From the writer's ex-

periences this i,s not too uncommon yet today.

In many i,n-

stances we still find the supervisor entering the classroom
merely _for i,nspecti,onal purposes.

It is this type of class-

room visitation, perhaps, which has accounted for the many
antagoni,sti,c and fea~/ul attitudes toward classroom vi,sitation and is still doing so today.
The classroom si,tuation is the very core of the instructional improvement program; but, i,n order for the classroom
visttatton function to contribute to the improvement of teachers and fi,nal.Z y to the improvement of the instructtonal
process, i,t must be carefully and cooperati,vely planned.

The

teacher and supervi,sor must plan together so that there i,s a
sharing o.f the common problem of instructional improvement
and a common knowledge of the purposes of classroom visitation.
Following is an outline of an e::cperimental classroom vi,sitation

9 Franklin R. Zeran, The Hi,gh School Teacher and His Job
(New York: Chartwell House, Inc., 1953), pp. 153-154r-- ~
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program conducted by John J. Gach, Principal of Central High
School, at West All is, Wis cons in.
I.

A.
B.

..,.
r,

D.

E.

II.

THE PLAN

Preliminary Work- Teachers were asked to con/er
with one another and to suggest what they would
like from a program of classroom visitation.
The Mechanics of the Program Schedule- A time
schedule was worked out by the supervisor and
teachers. The teachers thought it best to start
visitation after the first report card period.
7th week--first-hour classes will be visited
8th week--second-hour classes will be visited
9th week--third-hour classes will be visited
etc.
etc.
The Actual Classroom Visitation- The supervisor
spent varied lengths of time, sometimes-visiting
two teachers in one period. To .facilitate his
observation he kept the following in mind:
1. Where is the teacher going? What are the
objectives?
2. How does he propose to get there? What
are his methods?
3. How does he know he has arrived? What
testing takes place?
The Principal-Teacher Con.ference1. Teacher usually asked for conference
2. Principal opened by mentioning the strengths
and worthwhile techniques used by the teacher
3. Conducted informally
The Departmental Follow-up- The worthwhile techniques
and ineffective practices of each department were
outlined with a mimeographed letter ,for each teacher
attached to the sheet.
THE TEACHER 1S RATING OF THE PRINCIPAL

The teachers were given an opportunity for
anonymity in rating the classroom visitation supervisor; in this case it was the principal.
III.

RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

Just how did this overall plan aid in the improvement of classroom teaching? Was this an effective
method of classroom visitation? Did it prove to be
the answer to this vexing phase of supervision.
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IV.

CONCLUSION

To conclude that the experimentwa.s completely
flawless would be wrong. Perhaps the letter sent
to each member of the staff (this accompanied the
sheet listing the Commendable or Undesirable Practices for each department) and the 1 is ting of desirable and undesirable practices or techniques will
convey more adequately the feeling of the principal.lo
Though this classroom visitation program is not applicable
to every unique school situation, it does offer a thorough
and feasible plan of procedure for conducting experimental
activities aimed at contributing to the improvement of the
instructional program.
Next to be considered, as a part of the classroom visitation function, is demonstration teaching and/or systematic
interchange of classroom visits by teachers.

The supervisory

function of demonstration teaching was, at one time, looked
on as the responsibility of the supervisor to take over the
teacher's class and demonstrate superior classroom teaching.
The present-day responsibility of the supervisor for demonstration teaching, as the writer sees it, has to do ~ith the
interchange of classroom visitation and more directly observation.

The supervisor, after selecting the more competent

examples of' cl ass room instruction, should provide for the
competent teachers to demonstrate while the new teachers,
perhaps, and those not so competent could observe.

This

lOJohn J. Gach, "A Class Visitation Time-Schedule As a
Supervisory Aid," The Bulletin !2..t. The National Association Q.t.
Secondary-School Principals, February, 1953, pp. 61-63.
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would i,nvolve systemati,c tnterchange of classroom vtsttatton.
The foll omi,ng 1 i,st rep res en ts an attempt to bri,ng out some of
the pri,nci,ples of good demonstrati,on teachi,ng.

1.

The more effecti,ve demonstrati,ons are those held
i,n the regular classrooms of the chi,ldren bei,ng
used. To move the class means a loss of the true
i,nstructtonal setttng and consequent accumulatton
o.f d ramati,c or showman sh i,p .features.

2.

The work presented should be as natural as possi,ble,
wi,th a mini,mum of rehearsal on the part o.f the pupi,ls.
The room should not be crowded with observers.
the group should be small enough to protect the
teachi,ng-karni,ng si,tuatton.

4.

The sunervtsor should not try to cover too much
i,n one demonstratton. It is better to treat a
limited phase of a teacher's plan or program
than to neglect detatls i,n an attempt to cover
a greater number_ of aspects of the work.
Demonstrati,ons, or visitation among teachers,
call for careful directi,on by those i,n supervi,sory capacity. Por an i,nexperienced or weak
teacher to wand er i,n and out of the classrooms
of good teachers wi,thout preplanni,ng i,s a waste
of the time of all concerned.

6.

.

f"j

'

a.

Outstanding teachers and schools must be protected against an overburden of vi,si,tors. The school
system that works at the job of spreadi,ng its
demonstrations--i,ts vtsiti,ng--among more classrooms develops more teachers in the long run.
Teachers grow through such responsi,bility.
Losses must be measured against gains in any
program. The educatton of children should not
suffer because of demonstratton work.
The teacher's observation of the classroom i,nstruction of others cannot be forced. Opportuni,ti,es rather than requi,rements should govern
the program. There should be aplan whereby a
teacher may request the chance to vi,si,t.
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9.

Exhibitionism has no place in a demonstration
plan. Observers should be able to see the program that is characteristic o.f the school.

10.

For the sake of protection of the work in the
classrooms visited, i t is well to schedule small
groups of teachers for such rooms rather than
to permit teachers to come individually. Twenty
teachers scheduled to a room in two groups of
ten each means much less strain on the teachinglearning situation than twenty coming individually
on that many days.

11.

Programs of demonstrations or visiting set up
by the supervisors of the various fields in a
large system need to be co-ordinated.11

Finally to be considered under the classroom visitation
fun ct ion is the use of conferences.

The writer will confine

his dus cuss ion to the individual co nfe ren ce as a part of the
classroom visitation.

This is definitely not its limitations,

but, it should certainly he a part of the classroom visitation
function as 1 isted above in the e:rperimental procedure of a
classroom visitation time-schedule.
Here again the key word is planning.

Only as the super-

visor understands what is being attempted in the classroom,
the purposes, the materials and methods used, and the many
other factors, will he be able to conduct an effective
conference.

It might be well for the supervisor to open the

confe re nee by mentioning the strengths and wo rthwh il e techniques
used by the teacher, as suggested in the above outline, and
any criticism should be directed at the teacher's techniques

llspears, Qll• cit., pp. 272-273.
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rather than at the teacher.
The supe rvi, so r should create an atmosphere of professional
equality, conducive to suggestions on the part of the teacher,
and should keep in mind the limitations and purposes of this
oarticular conference.

This would tend to infer that confer-

ences should not be limited to one or any specified number.
It is important, however, for the supervisor to follow this
type of conference by another vis it to the classroom to measure the results of the conference.

This is a necessary part

of the, oftentimes, slow process of improving teaching and
finally the learning situation.
Finally to be considered under this main division, improvement of teaching, is the supervisory functi, on of providing
for an effective program of guidance fitted to the needs of
the children in their own respective unique situations.

Here

the writer is mainly concerned with the role of the supervisor
in bringing these needs to t;he attention of the teachers and
helping them deal effectively with these needs.
One effective way in which the supervisor can help the
teachers realize the needs of the children is by placing
emphasis on the use and importance of well-kept cumulative
records.

The supervisor should encourage the use of these

records and, with the teacher, work out effective ways of
recording meaningful anecdotes along with the other testing
records.

The anecdotal records should contain factual in-
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formation concerning incidents and not labelings such as:
he is shy, he is dirty, he is lazy, or he is a disciplinary
problem.
The supervisor should also help the teachers develop an
awareness of individual differences.

He should help them

provide for these differences and also make provisions for
the retarded and specially gifted as the need arises.

These

atypical children can usually be provided for when the aforementioned groundwork of the democratic process has been laid.
As intimated above the supervisor's function is that of
implementing the educational program.

This can be accomplish-

ed with a degree of success only after the supervisor has enlisted the rapport of the teachers as earlier discussed.

Then

the supervisor should look for potential instigators in his
staff to help initiate a program of guidance organized for
the sole purpose of dis covering and meeting the needs o.f the
boys and girls in their own unique situation.

The suDervisor

should real i2e the need for 1 eade rs hip and the importance of
going slow in the early stages of the development of a guidance
program.

Following is an example of organizing and develop-

ing a guidance program +aken from the writer's study in a
course on guidance.
A.

Pre-program inventory1. is the administrator willing to give his time and
energy getting the program underway?
2.
can provisions be made for competent counseling
service?
3. personnel services already being offered?
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4.

B.

can agencies in the community be mobilized in the
interest of guidance?
s. can administrator provide the leadership and
resources needed to establish an in-service
program?
6. can the entire educational program be better articulated in order that guidance may be a continuous process?
7. will the administrator encourage teachers to make
youth studies and provide information .for th is
and similar activities?
Studies should be conducted as follows1. preliminary meetings of key persons on the staff
for determining interest in developing a guidance
program.

2.

c.

D.

administrator should serve as leader in early
stages.
3. principal and specialists such as nurse and
visiting teacher are among those who should
be present at preliminary meetings.
4.
board of education, parents, and community
leaders should be contacted to discuss the
n
need for such a program.
Pre-organization committee (duties of)1. school-wide committee should be appointed consisting of ones in Javor and of some doubtful
ones al so.
2. should check on need for curricular change.
3. s o1 i c i t c on t r i but i on s from s t aff.
4. attempt to enlist support of all Jacul ty members
and students.
s. should interpret the need for a guidance program.
Ways in which guidance work may be done1. organize and utilize what you have, then build
up from there.
2. survey student problems and needs by testing
and other means.
3. case study approach.
4. study of problems teachers feel are important.
s. in-service training for staff.
group procedures.
6.
7.
keep teachers informed of progress.
8. occupational information.
time distribution schedule.
9.
rating-scales.
10.
11. anecdotal records.
12.
follow-up service.
placement
13.
14.
interviews.
15. counseling.
16. testing.
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This is by no means all-inclusive; but, it is suggestive
considering that, as previously stated, there are praticable
applications to be found in each unique situation.

Regard-

less of the size or type of supervisory organization there
should be some form of guidance, effective in that it is
helping students meet and solve their problems through the
use of such guidance services as counseling, clinical work,

and/or individual adjustment of various kinds.
The function of guidance services is to help every boy
and girl to become personally adjusted and ultimately to
become more effective in society.

The suoervi.sory function

seeks to provide maximal learning opportunities for boys
and girls.

And, only as the supervisor is able to incorporate

the guidance orogram into the learning vrocess on a complementary
bas is will the re be any 1 a.sting degree of promotion toward
pupil growth and development. ·once again the need for efficient supervision becomes justly intensified as the discussion
takes us to the next main division of the supervisory function,
"aiding teacher growth".
AIDING TEACHER GROWTH
In the discussion of the supervisory function of aiding
teacher growth the writer will attempt to avoid repetitiousness
in considering the following .four specifics:

motivation for

tn-service education, workshops, professional reading, and
reduction of rou. tine and clerical duties.

The purpose he re
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is not to present an exhaustive 1 is ting of the many .functions
relating to teacher growth, but rather to consider those found
to be effective in current practice and those which so clea.rl y
bring out the need for more and efficient supervisory activity.
First to be considered will be the supervisor's task in
providing for and encouraging in-service education.

Probably

more than any other function.c:;, curriculum imvrovement and
in-service education go hand in hand toward improving the
total learning environment if properly initiated and provided
for.

One method of encouraging in-service education is that

of providing for increment advancement dependent upon a
specified number of in-service credits.

Following is an

example of a variety of increment credit being given for inserv ice effort.
A research study on the subject recently issued
by the National Education Association reviems the
professional growth equivalents for college credits
allowed by 56 school systems in cities over 30,000
in population. Among the means bµ which a teacher
may qualify for the ne.r:t annual increment on the
salary scale are: Travel, rese~rch projects, convention attendance, lecture course attendance, summer school teaching, publishing articles or books,
exchange teaching, local study group work, institutes,
suve rv is ion of practice teachers, e:r:pe rimen tat ion,
organi:wtion leadership, sabbatical-leave projects,
comm.unity leadership, professional organization seruice demonstration teaching, ~ork in teachers' associations, reading educational books and periodicals,
delivering educational addresses, reviewing te:-cts,
membership in educational associations, industries
.forums, defense service, work e:Eperience, creatiue
work, curri~ulum actiuityt and service in the schools'
e.r:tra-curricular program.L2

12Ibid., pp. 353-354.
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This is obviously not a typical picture, especially in
the smaller school systems, but it does present an insight into
the e:rtent and scope of the effort toward the growth of inservice education.

The relating of in-service growth to the

salary schedule is one imoortant means oJ' motivation for
teacher growth, but it should not be the sole means used in
aiding teacher growth.
One specific means of aiding teacher prowth is the use
of workshops and/or informal study groups originating from
teachers' daily needs and problems.
be careful and cooperative planninp.

Here again there must
The problems to be

worked upon must be originated by and common to the group.
Such problems as child development and curriculum revision
have been successful} y worked upon in workshops.

?forks hops

are also used to acquaint teachers with the art of using
visual aids in the classroom in the cases where this has not
been a part of their pre-service training.

This involves

the previewing of aids, the use and accessibility of aids,
and the best tupe of aid to be used in helping to achieve a
meaningful learning situation.

The following _I ist of objectives

and guiding principles gives insight into the newer emphases
of the in-service education program.
Objectives
1.
2.

A better understanding of children and of child
development.
An increase in the number and the imorovement
of more creative activities in teaching.
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3.
4.
5.

A growth in democratic livi,ng and teaching.
A broadentng of the areas o.f sympatheti,c understandi,ng.
A growth i,n the ach i,evemen t o.f pro.fess tonal
servi,ce.
Gutding Principles

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

In-servtce education should grow out of the felt
needs identifi,ed by teachers as realtstic.
An in-service educatton program should provide
broad opportunities for participation by all
those a.f.fected by the program.
School administrators should stimulate and
motivate the teacher to grow and develop by
an e.r.amp} e of dynamic 1 eadersh tp and professional
alertness.
An in-service education program should provtde
/or lay participation, representing community
resources.
A continuing committee, representative of teachers
and administrators, should be created to help
formulate and evaluate the in-service education
program.
The school budget should encourage and support
a stgnificant use o.f resource leadership and
materials .for the in-service education program.13

Another important phase o._f the supervtsory function of
aiding teacher growth is that of encouraging professional
reading.

The supervisor will often find himself confronted

with the teacher who never has time for any professional
reading.

Here is a definite challenge for the supervisor to

develop with this teacher a need awareness /or setting aside
a definite period of time devoted to wisely planned reading
or study directly contributing to his own professional growth.
The suoervtsor should be constantly alert to teachers' prob] ems and needs so as to be able to suggest pertinent literature
13Fred c. Slager, "What is New i,n In-Servtce Programs?",
The Bulletin QJ:. the National Association QJ:. Secondary-School
Princioals, Aprtl, 1953, p. 158.
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containing possible solutions.

He should encourage teachers

not to be satisfied with what a single author has to say
about a certain topic; and, he should encourage teachers to
put into practice those feasible solutions which they have
discovered through their directed reading.
This is one particular function of supervision which
should be found in effective operation in every school system
regardless of size.

The supervisor should make certain that

the Board of Education makes adequate appropriation each
year for the professional library.

Besides the books selected

by the supervisor and teachers, there should be an ample
selection of good professional magazines.

A Jew of the better

magazines in the general field of education are as follows:
The National Parent Teachers Association, Elementary School
Journal, National Education Association Journal, School
Review, Educational Administration and Supervision, The
Nation's Schools, Educational Leadership, and the American
School Board Journal.

Also there should be appropriation for

teacher selection of periodical subscriptions pertaining to
their own special fields.
Professional reading, if properly supervised, can greatly
increase teacher growth and thus improve the learning situation.
As previously mentioned, only as the supervisor helps initiate
the practical application of 'kn owl edge gl eened th rough
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selected professional reading wtll there he any positive
contribution to teacher growth and better procedures in
teaching.
Finally to be considered as a direct means of aiding
teacher growth, for the sole purpose of emphas i2ing the need
for e~ficient supervision, is the supervisory function of
reducing routine and clerical duties.

In doing this the super-

visor paves the way for the more talented and promising teachers
to take part in professional and creative activities leading
to self-initiated improvement and growth.

This particular

function might be considered a prerequisite to any and all of
the functions considered herein.
Much improvement has been made and is being made in
regard to building construction, lighting, heatinq, equipment,
and other physical asvects.

This has obviously saved con-

siderable time ordinarily spent in controlling such physical
aspects; but, it has not remedied the time consuming element
for teachers who are seen carying armloads of vapers for
night and weekend work.

"A survey made in 1952 in the San

Diego County Schools, San Diego, California, revealed that
teachers spend about one-fifth of the school day in such
activities as correcting and marking nape rs, recording data,
fi.Il ing out report forms, preparing lesson plans, attending
meetings and the 1 ike. "14

14American Association o,f School Admi,mistrators, Sta
Relations in School Administrati,on, (Thirty-Third Yearbook
Yashington: National Education Association, 1955, p. 135.
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Here one can see a definite challenge to and responsibility of the supervisor.

Only as teachers are relieved of

some of these time consuming activities will there be opportunity for any appreciable amount of participation in such
professional activities as child study, curriculum revision,
pol icy formation, and work of state, regional, and/or national
professional organizations.

Such activities as these con-

tribute directly to teacher growth and finally to the enhancement of instructional opportunities for boys and girls.
GUIDING STAF.Zi' A.ND :;OM1tfUNITY RELATIONS

Whether it be the principal, superintendent, or special
supervisor acting in the supervisory position, it should be
noted that his own relations with his colleagues, with pupils,
parents, and citizens in the community is o.f utmost importance
in establishing good human relations with his staff members.
The supervisor's ability to exemplify such characteristics as
approachability, considerateness, friendliness, freedom from
personal and professional bias, and other similar qualities
in his relations with the above-named groups, will largely
determine school tone or democratic atmosphere so conducive
to the supervisory process.
The supervisor must understand and employ the techniaues
of democratic supervision if there is to be any marked alleviation of the need for efficient supervision.

Perhaps the

only thing mo re detrimental to the improvement o.f the i nstruc-
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t ion al pro gram than no supervision, is poor and inefficient
supervision.

It is the supervisor's own e,rample of human

understanding and respect Jo r personality that will determine
the extent to which he is able to enlist the aid o.f the staff
in the unending task of im~roving instruction.
What are some ways, other than those already ~iscussed,
in which the supervisor can establish rapport with his staff?
The supervisor must util i2e every opportunity for honest commendation of meritorious achievement.

He should be careful,

however, not to go overboard when .c;ingl ing out those praiseworthy
contributions to the learning situation.

The supervisor

miqht accelerate the establishment of rapport with his staff
by providing for teacher pa rt ic i pat ion in the select ion or
screening of new staff members.

By enlisting staff approval

of promising candidates the supervisor has involved teachers
in the all-important decision of final selection and thus
contributed to teacher morale and the "group :aoirit" of his
staff.

He should take a vital interest in the personal as

well as the professional problems of his staff.

He knows

that teachers need secU,rity and therefore hes hould take an
active part in securing adequate salaries for them.

He should

mate a special effort to see that the teachers are provided
with adequate supplies and equipment needed for carrying on
ef.ficient instruction.

He should also mate certain that

teachers know what other equipmEnt and aids are available and
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see to it that these are made easily accessible and usable.
In general, the supervisor must be responsive to the many
professional and personal problems of his staff i.f he hopes
to establish the group spirit so orerequisite to lasting
impro1;ement of the instructional program.
The next suvervisory function for consideration, public
relations, is of primary importance to instructional improvement and yet another one of the weakest supervisory functions.
"The things most wrong with the public schools can be summed
up in two words,

'public neglect'."15

The public-relations program can be best justified by
the fact that the schools were established by the people;
they are financed by the people; and, they belong to the
people.

It readily

follows that the oeople are entitled to

regular reports concerning them.

It is the joint task of

~he supervisor and other school employees to provide such
information as it concerns pupil welfare, progress, and interest.

This information should be r>resented in a clear and

understandable manner for the group or groups to be reached.
"In public relations, familiarity with the school is not
likely.to breed contempt; on the contrary, lack of it is
1 ikely to breed contempt. "16

Also pointing up the need for

a public-relations program is the following quotation from

15Harry E. C(],ylor, "P.T •.A. Calls for Better Homes, Schools,
Communities," The Nation's Schools, July, 1953. p. 82.
16 1tard G. Reeder, An Introduction to Public-School Rel at ions
(New York: The llacmillan Co., 19SB), p. 4.
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the same source.

"The need for a program of public-school

relations does not lie so much in the justification of education as in the justification of the amount, the kind, and
the cost of education. "17
Of

primary concern to the imvortance of a public-relations

program is the need for a continuous public information program.
The chances for the spasmodic type of publicity campaign to
obtain favorable action upon a bond issue, or the like, are
much greater if the continuous program of public information
has been in operation.
Accordingly, the central problem of nubl icity,
we maintain, is a continuous education of the public
in the meaning, the importance, and the value of
public instruction. This is not an enterprise to
be conducted .for a Jew weeks prior to the vote on
a bond is,sue. There is a species o.f bad faith, or
at least sharp practice, in the publicity methods
which keep the people in the dark about the
schools until something is wanted of them. The
most ef.fective, as well as the most honest, method
is the one which maintains unbroken relationships
with the veople, takes them into the confidence of
school officials, and makes them the sympathetic
partners of these officials in what is truly the
greatest single ameliorative enterprise in which
society is engaged.18
Unless the supervisor approaches the public relations
function in the above manner, he will be, more than 1 ilfely,
con.fronted with the .following school-community relctionships

--1..Q,,

l 7Ib · -

P• 5 •

18B. R. Buckingham, "Securing Supvort on the Basis of Value,"
Educational Research Bulletin (Aoril 16, 1924), Vol. III, p. lfi7.
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as e:rpressed in the following statements.
1.
2.

3.
4.

s.
O.f

The schools are ineffective in teaching the
fundamentals.
Schools reflect a sentimental and misguided
emphasis on child development.
Education is misdirected.
The schools have taken on too many responsibilities
of the home and community.
The schools a re too expensive .19
utmost importance to any supervisor initiating a

program of inat,,uctional improvement is that of laying the
proper groundwork in the manner earlier discussed under the
leadership function.

After laying the proper groundwork the

supervisor is immediately faced with the problem of public
participation.

Four questions concerning this problem are:

"(1) What is adequate and effective participation?

(2) How

do we determine the r elatiue functions of lay and professional
groups in public education?

(3) How do we solve the adminis-

trative dilemma of developing cooperative thinking on the
part of these groups in planning and administering a program
of education? and (4) Does citizen participation actually
make schools better? 1120
In considering public participation for the solving of
'f

school problems, there seems to be a rather distinct line of
responsibi,1 ity.

As Dreviously stated, it is the task of the

supervisor and his staff to know how to go about improving
the instructional program and the responsibility o.f the lay-

19Mel vi n L. Gruwell, "Meeting the Pr'o bl ems of ,SchoolCommun i ty Relationships, ;i The Nation 1 s Schools, May, 1955, p. 96.

20Ibid., p. 96.
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men to determine what the school is to do.

Following are ten

principles deal in::; with effective 1 ay citizen-school partici pat ion.
1.

Only as lay citizens and professional school
peoole work together can public education
become and remain what it ought to be.

2.

Decision regarding what the school ought to be
is an obligation which the lay citizen cannot
sidestep.

3.

The 'how' of school operation is essentially the
obligation of' the professional school worlrnr.

4.

Recommendations regarding schools should be
channeled through the board of education, which
has legal responsibility .for school operation.

5.

Public participation will be adequate only when
many devices, arrangements and organizations are
util i2ed.

6.

Public participation is needed at all levels:
national, state, county, school district, the
school building, and even the single schoolroom.

7.

Only as lay citizens learn to clarify problems
and seek evidence upon such problems can public
participation be constructive.

8.

To succeed, public participation should take
into account the values, ways o.f working, and
organizational patterns of each community.

9.

Public participation is developmental in nature:
As lay citizens and school workers sua:eed in
small tasks, they gain confidence and skill to
bring such interaction to full flower.

10.

E.ffective citizen participation in public education
requires superintendents, principals and other
school leaders who perceive the possibilities
in such a program, who take steps to start
it going, and who continue to give guidance.21

21 Ibid., p. 98.
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Before leaving this particular discussion on public
relations the writer deems it necessary to consider, briefly,
the importance of teacher participation in community life as
correlated with the need for public participation in school
problems.

Teacher participation in community life not only

provides an insight into the needs of the community's youth,
but it also brings teachers and laymen together for possible
discussion and understanding of mutual school problems.

From

th is and the Jo rego ing discuss ion one can see a de.finite
challenge to the supervisor, that of nromoting countless
opportunities for school-community interaction.

As lay citizens

and s-f;aff members wor'k together, all participants acquire a
.. finer sense of personal value.

Particioo tion promotes under-

standing and understanding provides for cooperative group
action which ultimately produces better schools and communities.
Finally, to be considered as a part of the supervisory
function of guiding staff and community relations, .for the
sole purpose of sharpening the need .for ef.fic i en t a.nd continuous imvrovement of instruction, will be the Parent-Teachers
Association.

The Parent-Teachers Association, an instrument

of public relations, is the main connective link between
the home and the school.

Under proper leadership, the Parent-

Teachers Association might very well be the difference jetween
success and .failure in most local undertakings for educational
improvement.
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First let us consider why the Parent-Teachers Association,
the pre-eminent organization for staff and lay narticipation,
has often failed to live up to its possibilitie.<J for improving
parent anc teacher relations.

Recent studies conducted bµ

J. Lloyd Trump in Illinois show:

The average meeting lasts one hour and 56
minutes. This time is divided as follows:
business,
22 percentr entertainment, 24 percent; refreshments and social activities, 25 percent;
observance of PTA 1i'ounders Day and PTA affairs, 7
percent. Four out of five minutes of PTA time is,
therefore, spent in matters largely foreign to the
fundamental purposes of the organization, namely,
parent education and vroviding an opportunity for
varents 9nd teachers to understand each other
better. 2
From the foregoing evidence the inference seems to be
that too much emphasis is on the business ana social aspect.
While these are part of the program, more emphasis should be
on creating an atmosphere of mutual confidence as a preliminary to grou -o action on cl early defined areas for the promotion oJ' educational im,vrovement.

The following is a

suggested plan of action for improving relationships between
teachers and the public.
Survey the vresent situation- To 11Jhat extent does
the school utili2e community resources and conduct
surveys, thus orouiding teachers with valuable community contactsP :fhat is the quantity and quality
of community con tacts by members of' the s ta_f.f? Is
public relations based on a two-way interchange of
ideas? How ~re special campaigns to pass bond issues
and tax referendum increases conducted? What
leadership is the school system Droviding in adult
education? What services do the schools give to
22

T•

Lloyd Trump, "You and the Public,
Decem?:1er, 19,52, p. 127.
t,

11

Illinois n·c~ucation,
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adults in the community? Do the teachers take part
in civic affairs? 1ihom do teachers know socially?
Invol ue all of the s taf.f- A second general pri nc ipl e
is that the faculty accept the idea that public
relations is everybody's business, not simply the
concern o.f the superintendent, principal, basketball
coach, or director of public relations •
..'i'oc:us the attack- 11 third suggestion is that 11 key
areasfl in public relations be given special emphasis.
As a result of many problem censuses conducted
through bu22 sessions and small group meetings in
large and small schools throughout the state, three
.vroblems tha.t especially disturb parents have been
revealed: 1) how to improve report cards; 2) the
reasons for modern teaching methods, and 3) the
relation of the parents to the guidance services
of the school.
Improve PT.cl.§.- Fourth, better use should be made of
PTAs. PTAs are what they rzre because of the lack
of leadership on the oart of teachers and school
administrators. Parents, unfamiliar with school
procedures, should not be expected to plan by themselves, or with a minimum of direction, effecti: e
programs for improving schools. In general, there
should be fewer speeches at PTA meetinps and much
mo re emphasis on group dis cuss ion techniques, with
the use of consultants to answer questions which
have been raised by parents.
Accent the R._ositive- Fifth, there should be a constructive point of view in public relations. Persons
in the com~unity sometimes feel that the only time
they hear about the schools is when there are com0laints about salaries, working conditions, and the
need far improved school buildings. Parents will be
more interested when the focus of the public relations program is on improvements in the learning
process J'o r their children. In other words, teachers
need to follow, in dealing with the public, the
principles of learninp and working with neople that
ha.ve been 1 earned in their study of education and
paychology.23
The big problem concerning the Parent-Teachers Association,

23 Ibid., pp. 127-129.
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which the writer has attempted to point up, is that of
developing skills in its proper use.

If properly supervised,

using democratic leadership as earlier discussed, the ParentTeachers Association can:

develop cooperation and participa-

tion leading to improved conditions for growth and development
of the children; develop community understanding of the school
program, purposes, and pro bl ems; develop a better unders t1ndi ng
of children; and finally an improvement in the learning
situations for children, the ultimate goal of effective
suDervision.
In closing this account of the supervisory function, the
writer wishes to emphasize the need for and importance of
continuous evaluation as a oart of every worthwhile attempt
at instructional imorovement.

In carrying on evaluative

activity, the supervisor must be concerned with devising,
improvising, and/or ascertaining ways and means of determining
whether a program of suoervision is or is not achieving the
desired results.

The following definition of evaluation will

suffice the writer's purpose.

"From the supervisor's point

of view, evaluation is the S!jstematic effort to ascertain the
extent to which the objectives of his program of supervision
a re being attained. 1124
In evaluating the oublic relations' program, for example,
o bse rvat ion might well be a useful measuring device.

24Briggs and Justman,

QJ2..•

cit., p. 235.

When
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the school and community find that more and more of their
mutual eJ.forts are spent on community improvement, then it
can be concluded that real achievement is tating place.

This

type of evaluation, however, would not be adequate .for ascertaining the extent to which the purposes of this particular
program were being attained.

Many evaluational techniques

and materials must be used to insure greater probability
that the supervisory program is moving forward in the right
direction.

Finally, whatever methods of evaluation be de-

veloped, it is important that they serve the purpose for
which they are intended.

EJ.forts to improve the total learn-

ing situation, the purpose of efficient supervision, must
be continuously appraised i.f there is to be any systematic
and continuous improvement of instruction.

OH_~PTER IV
A SURVEY OF

PIVE SCHOOLS

The survey o.f these fiue schools, Allerton, Broadlands,
and Lonpview (ABL), Villa Grove, Sullivan, Paris, and Mattoon,
was not for eualuati11e purposes, but rather .for strengthening
the foregoing evidenr:e, in Chapter III, po in ting up the need
for more efficient suoervision.

The writer would also like

to acknowledge that though this survey is limited in scope
and findings, it has, neuertheless, contributed to the writer's
preparation .for some ,future position in the field of superuision and/or administration.
In attempting to summarize the data collected by the
combination of the questionnaire and personal interview survey methods, the writer wishes to acknowledge the limitations
of this procedure.

The aduantages are:

it has fle:ribil ity_;

by accompanying the questionnaire i,n person the writer was
able to discover the current status of opinion on the supervisory activities being carried on in the fiue schools; and
the use of the personal interview provided .for additional
i,nfo rmation and materials and an insight into the response on
certain questions not to be found in the "yes 11 and "no" tµpe
of questionnaire.

The disaduantages are:

it is only a

summary of opinions about facts; it is the opinions of only
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one or two persons, either the superintendent and/or principal,
in each system; and, also, this type of procedure is subject
to personal bias.

Other limiting factors are:

the size of the

school systems surveyed, the varying philosophy of those interviewed, and the geographical area surveyed.
Additional information to and a brief summary of the in.formation given in Table I is that the five schools:

are

four community units and one charter district, range in si2e
from 457 to 4009, employ from 27 to 167 teachers, have from
2 to 11 administrators, have from Oto 3 special supervisors,

have administrators with teaching loads ranging from no
classes to /ull-t ime teaching, and have superintend en ts with
the number o/ years in their present systems ranging from 2
to 7 years.
The following summary of the amount of supervisory
activity employed in the .five schools is comparatively presented
with regard to the supervisory /unction as discussed in
Chapter III.

The writer, currently employed in the Allerton,

Broadlands, and Longview Community Unit, has attempted to
divorce this account .from personal bias and has, there.fore,
re.frained .from mentioning the names of these schools when indicating either supervisory strengths or weaknesses to be
found in each unique school system.
LeadershiQ (supervisory plannina)- In the opinions of
of the persons interviewed, the planning ranged from meager
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to rather extensive.

Only one school indicated the use of a

careful survey of the local situr,,tion be.fore organi?.ing a
plan o.f action.

In three schools the persons interviewed

expressed dissatisf'action with their vresent planning and indicated that attempts were being made to improve their
supervisory planning.

All five schools indicated that attempts

were being made at curriculum revision.
Improvement Q.f. teaching- All schools indicated a rather
thorough program of teacher selection and retention.

In two

communities the amount of teacher participation in social
functions of the community was a dectsive factor in teacher
re ten ti on.

Three schools pre pared manua,l s .for the new teachers.

A wea"lrness was indicated, bu all .five schools in record "/f:eeTJing of teacher visitation and/or observation.

Three schools

had an annual visi-t;ation day for their teachers to visit other
schools.

In each case school

UXJ,S

dismissed.

The guidance

program was given but 1 ittle attention in all cases.

In

three schools the guidance program was administered by the
principal; in one school the teachers were given tLis responsibility; and in the other school there was
Guidance".

ci "Director of

The person inte~viewed in the latter school ver-

bally indicated that in his opinion the school
th is respect.

llXJ,S

weak in
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A id i ng Teacher Growth- .li'ou r schools indicated compa ra,-

t i vel y satisfactory salary schedul inq and increments for
promoting in-service education.
orogress along this 1 ine.

The other school indicated

Fours chools indicated worlrnhops,

prior to the beginning of school, lasting from one to two
days.

These were used, largely, for teacher orientation and

demonstration teaching.

Money spent for .vrofessional reading

ranged from (100 to #1200.
Guiding staff and community_ relations- All but one
school indicated the use of community resources.

One school,

only, indicated considerable cooperation with ~he parents in
attncking school problems directed at the improvement of instruction.

There was only one indication of the PTA being

involved in school problems directly relating to the learning situation.

In all schools there was a definite indication

of inadequacy in record-keeping, especially in the use and
appraisal of records that were kept.
The fallacies and limitatinns of this aurvey have already
been cited.

The interpretations, though admittedly opinionated,

indicate both strengths and weaknesses in the supervisory
activities in.vestiagated.

In each case, however, there was

conclusive evidence of a ".felt" need for more anci better supervision.

•
TABLE I
ORGANIZATIONAL SET-UP OJ!' THE' FIVE SCH()OLS

Name of
School
Allerton,
Broadlands,
and
Longview

Un i,t
Enrollment

Elementary High School Special
Teachers
Teachers
Teachers

Special
Number of
Administrators Supervisors

457

15

9

3

2

0

fV'4

18

10

4

3

0

Sul Z ivan

1, 42()

41

19

0

4

2

Paris

2,070

47

33

2

7

0

Mattoon

4,009

114

53

3

11

3

Vi.Ila Grove

CH/PTE'R V

SUMMA.RY AND CONCLUSIONS

The need now is not so much Jo r "new concepts II as it is
.f'o r the e;rpl oration of those ideas to be found in effective
practice today.

The need is for the rediscovery and re-

newed understanding of those principles and practices which
have been proven beneficial and enhancing to the instructional opportuniti,es for boys and girls.
The increasing complexity o.f the instructional program
haB, tended to make the role of supervision more complex and
demanding.

Research has contributed generously to instruction,

but poor supervision, and/or the lack of supervision has failed
to implement those ua.l id findings into the instructional program.
The suvervisor must realize that most American educators
are classroom teachers.

And, only as he operates on the

premise of democracy based on such concepts as the worth of
each individual and the dynamics of group action will there
be any degree of efficient supervision.

If he has staffed

hiss chool with promising teachers and tea,chers within:itiative
and judgment, it then becomes his task to not only know the
procedures of instructional improvement but to cause teachers
of their own initiative and volition to become better teachers
by actively participating in the instructional improvement
program.

This is the true supervisory process in action; for,
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in the final analysis the teacher is the middleman through
whom the supervisor works in making his educational contribution.
Instruct i ona.Z improvement requires 1 ong, careful, and
skilled planning.
roots" level.

It must, of necessity, start at the "grass

/hat happens in the schools should be determined

by and fitted to the needs of boys and girls individually and

in grouns.

The currictilum must be planned with and have

meaning for them.

All community agencies, including -!;he homes

and the schools, should work together for the imorouement of
educational ovportunities for boys and girls.

The narents

should be helped to understand zohat their children need to
learn and how it can be taught and thus ~ea vart nf the
suvervisory process.
Finally, the school program should be continually
weighed and improved in the 1 ight of' many devices of measure.
The measure of success for each unique system lies not in the
extent to which the many supervisory functions are practiced,
but r~ther in the degree to which democratic supervision is
being practiced and not just theori2ed.

Such characteristics

as intelligence, creativeness, professional spirit, devotion,

industry, and a desire for the best possible learning
opportunities .for boys and girls of today and tomorrow are the
tools 11Jh i ch most challenge those worthy o,f being ca.17 ed
supervisor.

Only as the supervisors, teachers, boards of

education, laymen, parents, and pupils work together with

•
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the problems of instructional improvement can there be any
lasting effect.

Only then will there be any visible insur-

ance of the preservation of the American heritage~ which in
the final analysis is the principal goal of all supervisory
effort.
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